
FIRMING MASSAGE THERAPY  
Begin with a gentle shower-less scrub that polishes the skin to a satin finish. 
Then a contouring massage balm is used with specific techniques to reshape the 
figure, boost fat burning and firm the skin. This scrub and massage combination 
allows you to relax, slim and gain a glowing complexion at the same time. 
For dramatic slimming, reshaping results enjoy this massage in a series. 

DETOXIFYING CONTOUR WRAP
Our seaweed body mask is rich in iodine, a natural trace mineral. Iodine is a 
vital part of keeping the metabolism running efficiently. As the body absorbs 
iodine throughout the treatment, thyroid function will be enhanced to aid 
in a slimming program. After the wrap, your body is generously moisturized 
with contouring cream to further combat excess weight and cellulite. 
A series of treatments will optimize long-term results. 

CLARIFYING BACK THERAPY
This deep cleansing, exfoliating and clarifying back treatment will help eliminate 
back acne and revitalize dull skin with bacteria-fighting and age-defying 
peptides. Oceanic muds and minerals offer detoxifying exfoliation to reduce 
unwanted blemishes. A detoxifying clay mask extracts impurities giving your 
skin a radiant, more even complexion. 

CAROLINA LAVENDER SIGNATURE WRAP
Experience deep hydration and relaxation with the combination of herbal 
and lavender infused products from our signature blend. Begin with an 
invigorating lavender body scrub based with detoxifying salts and healing 
oils. Relax with a foot and scalp massage all while cocooned in a warm 
shea butter blend body wrap that promotes deep, calm relaxation. 
Your ritual will end with your choice of hot or iced lavender infused tea. 

Spa Body Therapies
Target the areas that concern you most with one of our luxurious, 
results-driven body therapies.

Spa Body Therapies
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JASMINE FLOWER WRAP  
Soft and nurtured skin awaits in this aromatic treatment. Warm jasmine oil 
and a soft powder of organic grains exfoliate and prepare the skin for a body 
mask of whipped jasmine and shea butter creams. Wrapped in warm linens, 
relax with a foot and scalp massage. 

ORGANIC SHEA SUGAR SMOOTHIE 
An organic shea butter and sugar scrub polishes away dead skin before your 
body is enveloped in a sunflower honey whipped mask. Enjoy a relaxing 
foot and scalp massage during your wrap. A light application of agave 
nectar oil completes this organic delight. 


